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Resonance EMAT system
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A practical method of acoustoelastic stress measurement based on electromagnetic acoustic
resonance is presented. This overcomes fundamental limitations of conventional procedures and
exhibits the stress resolution to 0.1 MPa for thin aluminum plates and the spatial resolution to
several millimeter square in a noncontacting operation. The proposed method successfully
combines an electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT)
and a superheterodyne phasesensitive detector. An EMAT is excited by a high-power rf burst in the OS-20-MHz range and
generates ultrasonic oscillations in a plate through a Lorentz force mechanism. The signals in
the plate are then received by this same EMAT and analyzed for the a~p~~~~de spectrum using
swept-frequency phase-sensitive detection circuitry. The resonance frequencies can be
determined for longitudinal and shear modes simultaneously. To illustrate the resonance
spectrum technique, experimental results are shown for the measurement of a two-dimensional
stress field in a thin aluminum plate. Liftoff sensitivity is also determined.

1. lNTRODUCTlON
Acoustoelasticity uses the stress dependence of ultrasonic velocities in solid bodies and provides a unique means
for nondestructive stress determination, ’ Time-of-flight
measurements for reflection echoes detect the interior
stress averaged along the propagation path. While many
other techniques are available to evaluate the surface
stresses, the alternative to acoustoelasticity is only the neutron diffraction method, which is rarely accessible. Many
instances of the suczessful industrial and field applications
are emerging such as those for welded parts, railroad
wheels, rails, bolts, and water pipes.‘-’ However, the wide
acceptance of acoustoelasticity as a standard technique has
been limited for several reasons. They include the high
accuracy needed to cope with the low sensitivity to stress,
the prolonged preparation, etc. It needs a high grade of
surface finishing to assure the thinnest coupling layer between the piezoelectric transducer and the object surface,
thereby achieving the required accuracy of velocity determination. Experimental difficulties arise when the path
length is not long enough as will be encountered with the
thin-walled structures like aircraft and fuel-storage vessels.
The relative accuracy decreases with decreasing thickness.
Eventually, the successive echoes are overlapping each
other even if high-frequency, broadband signals axe employed.
The resonance method is commonly adopted to determine the ultrasonic velocities and elastic constants of small
samples (sphere, rod, sheet, etc.), although restricted to
laboratory studies at present. In the present study, the electromagnetic acoustic transducers ( EMATs f 6-8 are incorporated in the pulsed ultrasonic resonance spectrometer
for acoustoelastic stress measurements. Besides the possibility of measuring thin plate geometries, new advantages
result from using Eh4ATs as generators and receivers. Be3198
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cause rhe EMATs operate using electromagnetic forcing
mechanisms, they can generate and detect ultrasonic waves
without an intimate contact with the testing object. This
feature allows a liftoff (air gap) of several millimeters+ Use
of EMATs can avoid the corrections for the frequency shift
which occurs with contacting transducers,“’ and also accommodates unprepared, even rusty and roughened, surfaces. This is attractive in many practical applications. In
addition, driving the object into resonance most effectively
makes up for the large insertion loss inherent in the
EMATs, typically being 40 dB lower than using piezoelectric transducers. Following the excitation with long rf
bursts to generate ultrasonics in the plate, the EMAT receives the multiple reflection echoes overlapping each
other. Echoes have the amplitudes which decay exponentially with time and the phases which arise on the transduction and during the propagation in the plate, They are
received aif in phase exclusively at a resonance frequency
to give a pronounced amplitude of ultrasonic ringing.
Above and below the resonance frequency, the echoes interfere destructively, resulting in a faint amplitude. Their
clear contrast works beneficially in producing a sharp resonance peak and results in a high velocity resolution. Finally, a wider frequency range is available with EMATs
than PZT transducers, in general.
In the literature, Filimonov et si. I2 and Nikiforenko
et al. I3 first implemented the resonance EMAT and observed the resonance peaks at two adjacent frequencies, for
which an aspect of the material’s elastic anisotropy, represented by B,
(defined later),
was responsible,
Kawashimai4 has developed the resonance EMAT, up to
50 MHz, to measure the three velocities of longitudinal
and polarized shear waves in steel sheets for estimating a
texture parameter. Johnson et al. I3 used the EMAT approach to determine the resonance frequencies in small
metal spheres. Acoustoelasticity needs a higher accuracy in

5034~748/93/64(1i)/31Q8~6~~.00
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The acoustoelasticconstants C, and CR representthe sensitivity to stress,dependingon the second-and third-order
elastic constants. Although they show a weak dependence
on material microstructures, it is the usual procedure to
calibrate them in uniaxial loading tests ( aZ=O). The offsets B. and R, are observedat the stress-freestate. When
the material has no texture and is macroscopically isotropic, B. vanishes and R. takes the value of d-,
where L and p are the second-order elastic constants.
When B. and R. are both accessiblein some way, we can
determine the individual stressesby measuring B and R.
FIG. 1. Principle of birefringcnce stress measurement using a polarized
shear-wave EMAT.

resonance frequency determination than the previous
work. Kawashima has claimed the accuracy in the order of
lo-? Stress detection to the l-MPa resolution is possible
only with the lOUs relative accuracy or more in the velocity measurementsfor common metals.’

III. EXPERIMENTAL

METHOD

A. Electromagnetic

acoustic

transducers

(EMATs)

where f(n’) and flR2’are the nth resonancefrequenciesfor
the polarization in the principal stressescl and a2 (Fig. 1).
The ratio of longitudinal wave velocity to the averageof
two shear wave velocities, denotedby R, is proportional to
the sum of the principal stresses.This is expressedin terms
of the resonancefrequenciesincluding f’,“’ for a longitudinalmodeas

An EMAT is composedof permanentmagnet(s) and a
flat coil. Being placed close to a conducting object and
activated by an rf burst signal, the coil induces an eddy
current in the surface skin. The magnet applies a static
magnetic field, which interacts with the induced current to
create the Lore& force. This body force is the source of
mechanical vibrations, which radiate into the bulk of material. On reception, the reversedprocesstakes place under
the same EMAT. The mechanical motion associatedwith
the elastic wave interacts with the magnetic field to cause
the eddy current within the conductor’s surface skin,
which is inductively picked up by the coil. A single EMAT
can thus function as the transmitter and receiver. The signal intensity with the Lorentz force mechanism is proportional to (excitation current) x (magnetic flux density)2.6*7
The main advantage of using EMATs is the contactless
coupling so that they allow a liftoff from the surface of the
object. Since the wave source is establishedwithin the material, not in the transducer, the surface condition is not
important to obtain an effective transduction. Presenceof
surface roughness,oxide, or dirt is equivalent to adding to
the liftoff. Negligible loading by EMATs minimizes the
energy extraction and the signal modification on repeated
reflections, which may otherwise arise with the contacting
transducers.
We built two types of compact EMATs with Nd-B-Fe
permanent magnetsand enameledcopper wires of 0.2~mm
diameter. Figure 2 illustrates the simplified geometries and
the Lorentz force mechanism in both types. The coil turn
was determined so as to make the apparent impedanceto
be 50 0, at a prescribedfrequency;the EMAT impedanceis
highly inductive with little resistance.l6 The coil dimension
and the number of turns are decreasedto have higher operating frequencies.There is a tradeoff betweenthe signal
strength and the spatial resolution. The whole structure
was molded in an epoxy resin for a handling convenience.
Shown in Fig. 2 (a) is the EMAT used to transmit and
receive the polarized shear waves, for which an elongated
spiral coil of eight turns was used. The active area was
sized 5 x 4 mm’. The available band was from 0.5 to 17
MHz. A pair of magnets, having the opposite magnetiza-

3198
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II. ACOUSTOELASTICITY
METHOD

WITH RESONANCE

Acoustoelastic theory establishes the linear dependence of elastic wave velocities on stresseson the basis of
nonlinear elasticity, considering up to the third-order elastic constants.’Ultrasonic experiments support the theory
with calibrated constants. It is straightforward to convert
the acoustoelastic relations in terms of the propagation
velocities into those in the resonancefrequencies. In the
caseof a plate sample with the parallel, stress-freesurfaces,
the acoustic resonance(thickness oscillation) occurs at the
frequenciesdefinedby f ,,= n V/M, where V is the longitudinal or shear-wavevelocity, d the plate thickness, and n
an integer, indicating the order of resonant modes. The
plate is an integer number of half-wavelengthsthick. The
sensitivity to stress increasesas n increases.This implies
that the transit time changesmore as the number of reflection increases,responding to stress application.
The thickness can be eliminated by considering the
ratios of resonancefrequencies.Fractional velocity ditherence of shear waves having the polarization directions in
the principal directions of stress, called acoustic birefringence B, is written as

B= f(nl)-f’,“’
(f nL’+fi2)v2

(1)

=~o+CAm+7,h
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relative to the direct Lorentz force excitation. With the
dual-mode EMAT, a single measurement renders fil’,
fi2’, and f’,” at the same time in the presence of the
acoustic birefringence. Since the longitudinal wave velocity
is nearly twice larger than the shear-wave velocities, the
longitudinal resonance is observed together with the shear
resonance(s) of n=2m.
The dynamic magnetic field is also produced by the
toneburst to the coil, being parallel to the sample surface.
In the vicinity of the surface, this dynamic field interacts
with the induced current to generate the longitudinal wave
at twice the excitation frequency in both types of EMATs.
However, the reversed process of this mechanism is incapable of detecting the longitudinal wave, because we do not
apply the coil current in the receiving stage.
For the measurements in unfavorable conditions such
as thick plates and lossy materials, we raise the rf voltage
and the receiver gain and then the internal resonances of
the EMAT become visible in the obtained spectra. This
occurs because the magnets are conductors and the Lorentz reaction also generates elastic waves in them. We corrugated the top faces of the magnets to suppress these
internal resonances as much as possible. They can be recognized in the spectrum measured without samples. We
then selected the resonance peaks for stress measurements
located far away from the internal resonances.

(4

(W

r
r

6. Superheterodyne
FIG. 2. Lorentz force mechanisms in shear-wave ?3MAT and dud-mode
EMAT.

tion directions, were mounted on the straight sides of the
coil with a spacer between them. A piece of steel bridged
the top faces of the magnets to close the magnetic loop.
This arrangement sets up a shearing force (F,) perpendicular to the wire elements and parallel to the sample surfaces. This EMAT is rotated by 90” on the sample surface
to measure fill and f$” separately. For a moderately anIisotropic material, due to stress and/or texture, double resonance peaks appear, when the EMAT is oriented near 45”
from the principal directions; then, fk” and fL2’ are simultaneously measurable.
Dual-mode EMAT [Fig. 2(b)] consisted of a cylindrical magnet of 7-mm diameter and a pancake coil of IO-mm
diameter. We wound the coil of seven turns with the double wires to electrically separate the transmitter and receiver portions and minimize the crosstalk between them.
The resonance spectra were obtainable up to 12 MHz.
Since the magnetic field “spreads out” axisymmetrically,
the Lorentz force has the horizontal and vertical components as described by Kawashima.14*‘7 The horizontal component (F,) acts as the source for a radially polarized
shear wave, which splits into two orthogonal polarizations
and produces two resonance peaks in anisotropic samples.
The vertical component (F,) of the Lorentz force, which is
dominant around the edging part of the magnet, excites the
longitudinal wave. Poisson expansion/shrinkage accompanying the radial motion also induces the longitudinal wave
from the central part. This effect occurs in a reversed phase
3200
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phase-sensitive

detector

Highly efficient and accurate determination of resonance frequencies was made possible by energizing the
EMAT with long high-power rf bursts gated coherently,
After the excitation ceases, the ultrasonic oscillation lasts
with decaying amplitude, forming a ringing signal (reverberation) in the sample plate. A superheterodyne phasesensitive detector acquires the amplitude and phase data by
mixing and integrating the received ultrasonic signals with
phase reference signals. Stepping the operation frequency
F provides the spectroscopic data. Basically, the present
instrumentation has a potential for mea&ring the amplitude and phase spectra, both with a high resolution needed
for acoustoelasticity. Phase spectrum approach is useful to
detect the stress-induced phase shift of an isolated reflection echo which travels a long distance, 20 cm for instance.
This paper is, however, focused on the amplitude spectrum
approach to utilize a train of heavily overlapped echoes for
the pulsed resonance spectroscopy in thin plates. A detailed description of the functions and other applications of
the superheterodyne phase-sensitive detector may be found
elsewhere.‘6,‘8-20 (Th e instrument is now commercially
available from R&c, Inc.)
Figure 3 presents the schematic block diagram of electronics. There are four multipliers playing central roles in
the heterodyne processing. Multiplier No. 1 produces the
cw at the operating frequency F for driving the EMAT
using the signals from the IF oscillator and the synthesizer
(F+IF);
fF is the intermediate frequency fixed to 25
MHz. Multiplier No. 2 uses the synthesizer output to convert the frequency of the received ultrasonic signals into
the bandwidth of the IF amplifier. This operation estabStress measurement
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FIG. 3. Simplified block diagram of instrumentation for resonance EMAT, involving phases at various stages (wF=27rF, y~=2dF)).

lishes the phase relationship betweenthe transmitter and
receiver subsystems and also removes the components
other than the operating frequency F. In-phase and
quadrature signalsof the IF oscillator are fed to multiplier
Nos. 3 and 4 to shift the frequency of the IF amplifier
output to the dc rangeand extract the amplitude and phase
of the ultrasonic signals. The componentsof sum frequencies are rejectedby the low-passfilters following multiplier
Nos. 1,3, and 4 and the IF amplifier after multiplier No. 2,
leaving only the differencefrequencies.This analog signal
processingthus results in conjugate outputs, A cos Cpand
A sin #p;A representsthe amplitude/shape of the received
ringing and CJis the phaseanglewhich representsthe delay
through the EMAT and the electronics plus the elapsed
time while propagating in the sample. Both A and @ are
functions of time. These outputs are integrated from several microseconds after the end of the rf burst until no
more ringing is observed.
The amplitude spectrum of a sample,which is obtained
by recording the root of the sum of the squares of the
integrator outputs at each frequency, will exhibit sharp
peaks at resonancefrequencies.Figure 4 presentsa resonance line shapefrom a 6-mm-thick steel sample together
with the multiplier outputs A cos @ and A sin Q>,before
integrating, at three frequenciesindicated. The ringing signal is made up with the multiple ultrasonic reflections
overlapping each other. Phase differencesbetween reflections representthe transit time in the sample. Becausethe
round trip time is an integer multiple of the period at a
resonancefrequency, all echoesare receivedin phaseonly
when driving the EMAT at a resonancefrequency. Phase
Q, is then constant throughout the ring-down time and the
integrators give large amplitudes. For slightly offresonancefrequencies, the sample rings down with still
large amplitudes becauseof little interferenceamong echoes. However, * changesmonotonically and beats appear

in the outputs of multiplier Nos. 3 and’4. They tend to
integrate to small values, becausethe changing phaseproduces both positive and negative outputs. For frequencies
far from a resonance,the amplitude decayssoon becauseof
destructive interference among reflections. Therefore, two
basic mechanisms,the cancellation within the integrator
gate and the interferenceamong overlapping echoes,work
to make a distinct resonanceline shape.
The linewidth of a resonancedependson the attenuation nature of the material, operating parameters,and the
sample/EMAT con@uration. The choice of operating parameters and EMAT is necessaryto obtain an adequate
frequency resolution. When a low-loss material is being
tested,the integrator gate can be extendedenoughto attain
a thorough cancelling and interferenceover a large number
of echoes. Longer rf bursts produce intense resonances,
while they enhance the interference effect with offresonancefrequencies.As for a thick plate, the echo amplitude decaysdue to diffraction, i.e., the beam spreading,
which is characterized by (path length) X (wavelength)/
(EMAT diameter)2.21We use a larger EMAT and measure the spectra in a higher frequency range to minimize
the diffraction effect. All the operating parameterscan be
flexibly set in through the attachedcomputer. They include
the frequency (every 0.1 Hz in the OS-20-MHz range),
the rf burst (up to 200 ps long), the amplification factors,
the integrator gates, and the number of averaging. This
computer also samples the integrator outputs digitized
with the 12-bit voltage resolution. Using this analogsignalprocessingmethod, a typical measuring time is 10 to 20 s
for acquiring and displaying a spectrum, say, with several
hundred data points. We fit a symmetric function, e.g., the
Gaussian distribution curve, to the discrete spectral data
around the peak, whose center axis gives the resonance
frequency. The resonancefrequency measurementsare repeatabletypically within the lo-Hz order, or, 10e6 frac-
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FIG. 5. Acoustoelastic response of resonance curves in uniaxial loading.
Sample is 2017 aIuminum alloy 1.22-mm thick.
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tional variations. This estimates the ultimate stress resolution as small as 0.1 MPa with the acoustoelastic constants
in the order of low5 MPa-’ for common metals.’
IV. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Acoustoelastic

RESULTS
stress measurements

0 h

A variety of acoustoelastic stress measurements have
been made possible with the above system of resonance
EMAT, featuring the noncontacting and high-speed performance. To illustrate the proposed technique, a twodimensional plane stress field is measured by scanning the
EMAT pointwise over the surface of plate samples. We
chose thin plate samples, for which conventional time-offlight methods are incapable of mapping out the stress distribution for the lack of accuracy.
Figure 5 shows the amplitude spectra at two tensile
stresses obtained during the calibration tests for the acoustoelastic constants. The dual-mode EMAT was used. The
frequency was incremented for the 10.2-10.6-MHz range
3202

by 800-Hz steps. There are three resonance peaks in this
region, corresponding to j-i”, fi”,
and fi3’. The resonance frequencies demonstrate easily detectable changes
showing the acoustoelastic phenomena. Two shear-wave
peaks for orthogonal polarizations were superimposed over
each other in the absence of stress because of very small
texture anisotropy. The stress-induced anisotropy made
them separate. Both B and R showed the linear dependence on stress as the theory predicts f Fig. 6). We observe
that the peak heights also change with stress. This is an
open problem at present.
We produced a two-dimensional stress field by stretching an aluminum 2017 strip with a center hole as sketched
in Fig. 7. The strip was 1.22~mm thick, 150”mm wide, and
670~mm long. The diameter of the hole was 30 mm. Surface preparation was unnecessary. Since 3s and R0 were
nearly homogeneous over the scanning area, we used their
representative values in calculating stresses; the error is
estimated to be less than 2.7 MPa. A typical measurement
was done with the 500-V rf bursts of 4O-ps duration, approximately 50 times the round-trip time, 34 dB for receiver gain, and the 250~ps long integrator gate. Frequency
increment was 600 Hz. Along the Y axis, we scanned the
shear-wave EMAT (5 X 4 mm2), oriented 45O,to detect B
and to depict the variation of the principal stress difference
(cf,- 0~1. ayv is smaller than a part of a tenth of 0,. The
stress difference was not large enough to resolve the shearwave polarization on the X axis. We then rotated the above
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I

EMAT to (r/90” and obtained f(8l) and fi2’. The longitudinal resonancefrequency was measuredusing the dualmode EMAT ( lo-mm diameter). Their combination results in the separatedetermination of a, and a,,,,. We used
the calibrated values of C,, and C, from the uniaxial tests
(Fig. 6). The acoustoelasticmeasurementsare compared
with Howland’s solutionZZin Fig. 8, where the averageson
both sides of the hole are presented.The local stress field
has been averagedover the EMAT aperture. Such a correction was, however, uselessexcept for the proximity of
the edgesand the rim. The measurementagreeswith the
theory within the fluctuation of 5 MPa. Approaching the
edgesand the rim, the disagreementincreasesclose to 10
MPa. This is attributable to the abrupt variation of stresses
within the EMATs’ apertures, the inclusion of reflections
from the lateral boundaries,and the inhomogeneity of II0
and R, which might be introduced when the hole was
drilled.
Along the rim, the stress is not acting in the X and Y
axes and 3 is related to the principal stressesthrough a
more general formula”:

0

-Theory

30

kg&-+
(at 2.0 mm from rim)
60

1
90

6 (dw)

FIG. 9. Comparison between resonance measurement and theory along
each quarter of the rim (T=53.5 MPa).

f(l) -f(Z)
13=(ff +&/2
= [g+2B&(a,-a,>cos

2e+~(a~-cQ)y

(3)

where 8 is the angle between the principal direction and
the specimen axis. There is only one nonzero principal
stress on the rim. We include the radial component, becausethe EMATs have the finite aperture and the stress
field changessteeply in the vicinity of the hole. Figure 9
comparesthe results of stressmeasurementusing the above
shear-waveEMAT to the theory calculated at 2 mm outside the rim, where the center of the EMAT is traced.
Disagreementamong the quarters could be causedby the
slight eccentricity and imperfect roundness of the hole.
Maximum error was 15 MPa in this experiment.
B. Effect of liftoff

I

0,/T
A

b

To examine another aspect of the applicability, we
have tested the tolerance to the liftoff using the same aluminum plate and the lo-mm-diam dual-modeEMAT. We
inserted polymer sheets to simulate a liftoff between the
EMAT and the plate. Figure 10 shows the observeddecreaseof the peak heights. We swept the frequency every 4
kH.z. The input rf voltage and the receivergain were raised
to compensatefor the decreasing’
transduction efficiency
with the liftoff; the maximum voltage was 1500V and the
maximum gain was 46 dB. Resonancefrequencieswere
measurableuntil’the liftoff was 2.67 mm’and both f~‘)~t’)
and fi3’ decreasedby 0.45% and 0.32%, respectively,relative to those for the contacting measurements.Changesin
B and R are generally one order less than the frequency
changes.Use of EMATs having larger aperture can extend
the limiting liftoff and reduce the undesirableshift of resonancefrequencies.
V. DISCUSSION

FIG. 8. Stresses around the center hole of stretched strip. Howland’s
solution is shown in solid curves. Stresses are scaled by the stress at
infinity (T= 53.5 MF’a) and the coordinate by b, half-width of the strip.

The pulsedultrasonic resonancespectrometerincorporated with the EMATs has beenproven to permit the prac-
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FIG. 10. Appearance of amplitude spectra as a function of increasing
liftOf.

tical acoustoelasticstressmeasurements,showing remarkable frequency and spatial resolutions. A number of
mechanismscontribute to realize the high absolute accuracy and reproducibility. They can be sorted as follows:
( 1) the contactlesstransduction exerts m inimum influence
to the elastic wave fields, excluding the distortion which
continues to make problems for the mechanicalcoupling;
(2) the heterodyne receiver detects only the driving frequenciesand eliminates other frequency components involved; (3) the weak signals by the EMATs further become weaker through their mutual interference for offresonancefrequencies,whereasthey pile up to be intense
amplitudesonly at resonances;and (4) the analogintegration makes the most of the small phasechange in the received ringing signals at slightly off-resonanceconditions
and yields highly reduced amplitudes.
Similar stress measurementwas possiblewith ferrous
metals.24z25
But, in general, the signal amplitudes are
weaker and the frequency resolution gets worse, especially
on austenitic steels.There are two reasons:( 1) Steelshave
larger attenuation coefficients,which can be traced back to
the larger elastic anisotropy of constituent single crystals.
The anisotropic factor takes the value of 1.22 for aluminum, while it is 2.48 for a-iron and 3.47 for austenitic
stainless stee1.26~27
(2) The large magnetic permeability
makes the induced current rapidly decay and oscillate
along the depth, as is indicated by the solution of Maxwell’s equation for a conducting half-space.6s7*2s
Together
with the lower conductivity, the eddy current in steels is
much smaller than in aluminum alloys; so is the forcing
intensity. Thesetwo effectsare magnifiedas the frequency
increases.But even more, the acoustoelasticconstants of
steelsare severaltimes smaller than aluminum alloys.
The measurablethicknessof plate rangesfrom submillimeter to a few centimetersfor most polycrystalline metals. We made the resonancemeasurementson 0.15-mmthick aluminum sheets from beveragecans and, using a
shear-waveEMAT of lo-mm-square active area, on 34mm-thick plates of low carbon steel. For thin plates, the
resonancefrequenciesare widely spread.As the thickness
decreases,the intervals of the resonancesincreaseand finally the lowest resonancemoves out of the frequency
3204
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band of the EMAT/instrument system. Since the highest
frequency of 20 MHz is available,we can detect the resonance in metal sheetsof approximately 0.08~mmthick using shear-wave EMATs. The peak separation becomes
small, when a thick plate is under test. Overlapping of
successiveresonancepeaks,even partially, reducesthe accuracy of the resonancefrequency determination. The upper lim it of measurablethickness dependson the attenuation character, becauseit largely determinesthe width of
resonant line shape.We use the larger EMATs to reduce
the diffraction in thick plates and choosethe parametersto
achieve strong resonances.
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